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"This is also a study of rural Xhosa identity and community, and its survival in the face of the
overwhelming odds stacked against it by colonialism and apartheid. The maintenance of homestead
production can be properly understood only if this wider context is taken into consideration.
The analysis is thus directly relevant to current debates about agrarian change, land reform and
economic development in South Africa's communal areas, since it shows how some rural Xhosa are
able to maintain a sense of community and identity, and of how they are able to harness the
socio-cultural resources at their disposal to engage in productive activity, with some
success."--BOOK JACKET.
This is the first monograph on the emerging area of linguistic linked data. Presenting a
combination of background information on linguistic linked data and concrete implementation
advice, it introduces and discusses the main benefits of applying linked data (LD) principles to
the representation and publication of linguistic resources, arguing that LD does not look at a
single resource in isolation but seeks to create a large network of resources that can be used
together and uniformly, and so making more of the single resource. The book describes how the LD
principles can be applied to modelling language resources. The first part provides the
foundation for understanding the remainder of the book, introducing the data models, ontology
and query languages used as the basis of the Semantic Web and LD and offering a more detailed
overview of the Linguistic Linked Data Cloud. The second part of the book focuses on modelling
language resources using LD principles, describing how to model lexical resources using Ontolexlemon, the lexicon model for ontologies, and how to annotate and address elements of text
represented in RDF. It also demonstrates how to model annotations, and how to capture the
metadata of language resources. Further, it includes a chapter on representing linguistic
categories. In the third part of the book, the authors describe how language resources can be
transformed into LD and how links can be inferred and added to the data to increase connectivity
and linking between different datasets. They also discuss using LD resources for natural
language processing. The last part describes concrete applications of the technologies:
representing and linking multilingual wordnets, applications in digital humanities and the
discovery of language resources. Given its scope, the book is relevant for researchers and
graduate students interested in topics at the crossroads of natural language processing /
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computational linguistics and the Semantic Web / linked data. It appeals to Semantic Web experts
who are not proficient in applying the Semantic Web and LD principles to linguistic data, as
well as to computational linguists who are used to working with lexical and linguistic resources
wanting to learn about a new paradigm for modelling, publishing and exploiting linguistic
resources.
Drawing on scholarship from multiple disciplines, this volume presents a fresh understanding of
the Mpondo uprising in South Africa; focusing on its meanings and significance in relation to
land, rural governance, politics and the agency of the marginalized.
The Vygotskian Approach to Early Childhood Education
Counsels on Stewardship
Call Me by My Name
Agriculture, Labour and Beer in South Africa's Transkei
Rural Resistance in South Africa
A Linguistic Introduction
In examining the intellectual history in contemporary South Africa, Eze engages with the emergence of
ubuntu as one discourse that has become a mirror and aftermath of South Africa s overall historical
narrative. This book interrogates a triple socio-political representation of ubuntu as a displacement
narrative for South Africa s colonial consciousness; as offering a new national imaginary through its
inclusive consciousness, in which different, competing, and often antagonistic memories and histories
are accommodated; and as offering a historicity in which the past is transformed as a symbol of hope for
the present and the future. This book offers a model for African intellectual history indignant to
polemics but constitutive of creative historicism and healthy humanism.
A fine collection of stories, histories, and poems of the Swati, Xhosa, Zulu, and Ndebele peoples of
South Africa, gathered by the author, a writer and translator, from 1968 to the mid-1970s. The tales are
divided into six sections which deal with such matters as cultivating the past, threatened dreams, and
hope for the future. Includes an introduction to South African history and to regional storytelling.
Excellent bandw photographs. Paper edition (unseen), $24.95. Annotation copyright by Book News, Inc.,
Portland, OR
"Anyone who thinks that South Africa's problems began with the Afrikaners and apartheid should read this
book." —Richard Dowden, The Independent "... should remain the last word for the foreseeable future."
—Choice "Peires is the premier historian of the Xhosa people. He speaks the language, knows the terrain,
has collected oral traditions and has made an exhaustive study of the documented sources. The result is
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a fascinating and authoritative account of this astonishing catastrophe... The Dead Will Arise is fine
scholarship and a good read. " —The Washington Post, Book World " [Peires] has done a splendid job,
combining a narrative of epic tragic sweep with a deep grasp of the Xhosa language and society... this
is a powerfully wrought work, one of the best in recent years on a precolonial South African people... "
—African Studies Review "... The Dead Will Arise is remarkable for its clarity and accessibility.... It
is bold, imaginative challenge to an orthodoxy which has persisted for one hundred and thirty years. The
sophistication and scope of its analysis and its breath-taking literary style qualify The Dead Will
Arise for the accolade 'brilliant.' " —International Journal of African Historical Studies "... gripping
reading. It is now one hundred and thirty years since the tragic events of the Xhosa Cattle-Killing and
yet this book is the very first thoroughly researched and authoritative account ever to be written on
the subject." —Journal of Religion in Africa "One of the great strengths of this study is the rich
biographical material that Peires provides on the various personalities involved in the incident."
—American Historical Review Drawing on private letters, spy reports, oral traditions, and obscure Xhosa
texts, Peires explains for the first time the motivations which drove 100,000 Xhosa to kill their
cattle, destroy their crops, and slowly starve to death—an extraordinary event that has defied
historical explanation for over 130 years.
The Mpondo Revolts After Fifty Years
The Tongue Is Fire
Social Sciences, Grade 5
Lord of the Flies
Representation, Generation and Applications
A Course in Phonetics

Presents the Urantia Book Programming Language, developed by author Troy R. Bishop. Included is a section on Exemplar
Metrics, a tool designed by Mr. Bishop for processing the text of The Urantia Book. Introduced by a developmental history of
Urantia Book-related computer translation and dissemination capabilities.
Study & Master Life Sciences Grade 10 has been especially developed by an experienced author team for the Curriculum and
Assessment Policy Statement (CAPS). This new and easy-to-use course helps learners to master essential content and skills in
Life Sciences. The comprehensive Learner's Book includes: * an expanded contents page indicating the CAPS coverage required
for each strand * a mind map at the beginning of each module that gives an overview of the contents of that module * activities
throughout that help develop learners' science knowledge and skills as well as Formal Assessment tasks to test their learning * a
review at the end of each unit that provides for consolidation of learning * case studies that link science to real-life situations
and present balanced views on sensitive issues. * 'information' boxes providing interesting additional information and 'Note'
boxes that bring important information to the learner's attention
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This book contemplates the ethics of responsibility in a large range of meanings, consequences and impacts. It reflects the
perspectives and reasoning of 24 authors from all continents. All chapters are original papers presented at the Fifth World ISBEE
Congress, that took place in Warsaw, Poland, at the Kozminski University, on 11-14 of July, 2012. In this book, ethics and
responsibility are considered essential traits of character, not only in the business or governmental arenas but in any initiative,
decision and activity. The contributions to this book focus on a spectrum of themes, terms and concepts, the global corporate
social responsibilities perspective covering impacts, challenges, analysis, criticism, consequences of important topics of real life,
sustainability, international economy and regimes, corruption, poverty and violence, among others. The book is intended for
academics, researchers and professionals in all continents who are dedicated to Ethics, Business Ethics, Corporate Social
Responsibility, Social Innovation, and Sustainability Management.
Colonial South Africa and the Origins of the Racial Order
My Children! My Africa! (TCG Edition)
Language Vitality in South Africa
Life Sciences, Grade 10
Study and Master Technology Grade 7 for CAPS Teacher's Guide
Nongqawuse and the Great Xhosa Cattle-killing Movement of 1856-7

Seminar paper from the year 2017 in the subject English Language and Literature Studies - Literature, grade: 1,0,
University of Koblenz-Landau (Anglistik), course: Teaching Literature – Intercultural Encounters and
Communicative Competence, language: English, abstract: Sindiwe Magona’s Mother to Mother, published in
1993, adds to the genre of post-apartheid literature by transferring facts into fiction incorporating an actual
historical event, the murder of white American Amy Biehl in a black township, into a fictional story putting all the
struggles and consequences of the apartheid system at display without maintaining well-established clichés and
accusations. The literary analysis of this paper will focus on the above mentioned aspect of the consequences
and effects of apartheid on South African youths after apartheid had come to an end. Therefore, the topics of
race, racism and apartheid will be covered as the conceptual backbone to the analysis alongside with the
aspects of motherhood, and Fanon’s Fact of Blackness theory. Additionally, a short overview on the historical
context will be provided in order to understand the described struggles and developments. Furthermore, the
main characters will be analyzed as well as central motifs accompanied by a closer look at the novel’s
composition and stylistic devices. The second part of this paper covers the didactic analysis. As the fictitious
lesson in a German classroom at Gymnasium (Oberstufe) will deal with topics in the context of cross-cultural
encounters, the focus will be set on apartheid and its consequences, aligning with the focus of the literary
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analysis.
Study & Master Life Sciences was developed by practising teachers, and covers all the requirements of the
National Curriculum Statement for Life Sciences. Learner's Book: Ž module openers, explaining the outcomes Ž
icons, indicating group, paired or individual activities Ž key vocabulary boxes, which assist learners in dealing
with new terms Ž activities to solve problems, design solutions, set up tests/controls and record results Ž
assessment activites Ž case studies, and projects, which deal with issues related to the real world, and move
learners beyond the confines of the classroom Teacher's Guide: Ž An overview of the RNCS Ž an introduction to
outcomes-based education Ž a detailed look at the Learning Outcomes and Assessment Standards for Life
Sciences, and how much time to allocate to each during the year Ž information on managing assessment Ž
solutions to all the activities in the Learner's Book Ž photocopiable assessment sheets
Science, engineering, and technology permeate nearly every facet of modern life and hold the key to solving
many of humanity's most pressing current and future challenges. The United States' position in the global
economy is declining, in part because U.S. workers lack fundamental knowledge in these fields. To address the
critical issues of U.S. competitiveness and to better prepare the workforce, A Framework for K-12 Science
Education proposes a new approach to K-12 science education that will capture students' interest and provide
them with the necessary foundational knowledge in the field. A Framework for K-12 Science Education outlines
a broad set of expectations for students in science and engineering in grades K-12. These expectations will
inform the development of new standards for K-12 science education and, subsequently, revisions to
curriculum, instruction, assessment, and professional development for educators. This book identifies three
dimensions that convey the core ideas and practices around which science and engineering education in these
grades should be built. These three dimensions are: crosscutting concepts that unify the study of science
through their common application across science and engineering; scientific and engineering practices; and
disciplinary core ideas in the physical sciences, life sciences, and earth and space sciences and for engineering,
technology, and the applications of science. The overarching goal is for all high school graduates to have
sufficient knowledge of science and engineering to engage in public discussions on science-related issues, be
careful consumers of scientific and technical information, and enter the careers of their choice. A Framework for
K-12 Science Education is the first step in a process that can inform state-level decisions and achieve a
research-grounded basis for improving science instruction and learning across the country. The book will guide
standards developers, teachers, curriculum designers, assessment developers, state and district science
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administrators, and educators who teach science in informal environments.
Building the Homestead
The Dead Will Arise
Abortion: a Human Right?
Youth Language Practices in Africa and Beyond
Understanding Ethics and Responsibilities in a Globalizing World
Resources in Education
A Xhosa prince reluctantly leaves the University College of Fort Hate and goes back to the land
of his ancestors to take his place as king of the Mpondomise. The clash of his modem ideas
and the traditional beliefs of his people mirrors the dash of the western way of life with African
custom and tradition -- church-people versus traditionalists, school people versus 'red-ochre
people', boarding school activities versus the inkundla or assembly at the royal place. The
conclusion, that disaster can be averted only by the willingness of opposing forces to work
together for mutual comprehension of the legitimate claims of tradition and modernity, gives a
foretaste of the spirit that governed modern South Africa's political transformation. Ingqumbo
Yeminyanya -- The Wrath of the Ancestors -- is a classic of Xhosa literature. A C Jordan has a
keen eye for detail, a delightful sense of humour and a dramatic style. Literal translations of
Xhosa images, idioms and proverbs transport readers to the Tsolo district and conjure up the
memorable speeches of the Mpondomise counsellors.
The search for a means to an end to apartheid erupts into conflict between a black township
youth and his "old-fashioned" black teacher.
Keegan disagrees with historians who see the origins of the racial state in the mineral
revolution, and finds it instead in the early British rule up to the 1850s when the Cape was
integrated into the trading empire. Synthesizing and reinterpreting an array of primary
material, he discusses such events as the emancipation of slaves, the 1820 arrival of British
settlers, a series of frontier wars, and the Great Trek of the Boers. Paper edition (unseen),
$14.50. Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
Religion Index One
South African national bibliography
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Intellectual History in Contemporary South Africa
A Framework for K-12 Science Education
Case Studies of Emerging Farmers and Agribusinesses in South Africa
A History of the Xhosa People in the Days of Their Independence
Includes publications received in terms of Copyright Act no. 9 of 1916.
This text is designed for undergraduate and graduate students interested in contemporary English, especially those whose primary area of
interest is English as a second language. Focus is placed exclusively on English data, providing an empirical explication of the structure of
the language.
Study & Master Social Sciences has been specially developed by an experienced author team for the Curriculum and Assessment Policy
Statement (CAPS). The comprehensive Learner's Book: * provides activities that develop learners' skills and understanding of each of the
modules specified by the CAPS curriculum * includes good-quality illustrations, photographs and diagrams in full colour * offers current
and relevant content clearly set out according to the curriculum document. The innovative Teacher's Guide includes: * step-by-step
guidance on the teaching of each lesson and activity as well as each form of assessment * Remedial and Extension activities for each
module * bright ideas to extend the curriculum into the world outside the classroom * a complete section on Formal Assessment, with
sample examinations and their memoranda as well as photocopiable record sheets and templates.
LLBA.
The SAGE Handbook of Intercultural Competence
The God of the Xhosa
The House of Phalo
Distance Education for Teacher Training
Historical Incidence of the Larger Land Mammals in the Broader Eastern Cape

Contemporary concerns in mathematics education recognize that in the increasingly
technological and globalized world, with concomitant change in population demographics
(e.g. immigration, urbanization) and a change in the status of languages (e.g. English as
a dominant language of science and technology) multilingualism in classrooms is a norm
rather than an exception. Shifts in perspective also view language not simply as an
instrument for cognition with all learners equipped with this instrument in service of
learning, although clearly in the classroom that remains of importance. Rather, it is now
also being acknowledged that language use is inherently political, so that the language
that gets official recognition in the classroom is invariably the language of the
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powerful elite, or the dominant societal language, or in the case of post-colonial
contexts the language of the colonisers. From this socio-political role of language in
learning quite different issues arise for teaching, learning and curriculum for
linguistically marginalized learners than that of cognition (e.g. immigrants, second
language learners, other). Policies on language in education are being considered and reconsidered with specific reference to mathematics teaching and learning. Given the policy
environment, globally the proposed publication is timely. This edited collection draws on
recent, emerging insights and understandings about the approaches to improving policy and
practice in mathematics education and mathematics teacher education in multilingual
settings. It presents, and discusses critically, examples of work from a range of
contexts and uses these examples to draw out key issues for research in education in
language diverse settings including teaching, learning, curriculum and fit these with
appropriate policy and equity approaches. With contributions from all over the world,
especially novice researchers in low income countries, this book is a valuable resource
for courses in Mathematics Education and related social sciences both at the graduate and
undergraduate levels, as well as for students of international development.
This text is designed for advanced Curriculum, Methods, and Issues courses in Early
Childhood Education and Child and Family Studies departments. As the only text of its
kind, this book provides in-depth information about Vygotsky's theories, neo-Vygotskians'
findings, and concrete explanations and strategies that instruct teachers how to
influence student learning and development. Key changes to this edition include a new
chapter on dynamic assessment, separate and expanded chapters on developmental
accomplishments of infants and toddlers, preschool/kindergarten, and primary grades and
o.
Bringing together leading experts and scholars from around the world, this Handbook
provides a comprehensive overview of the latest theories and research on intercultural
competence. It will be a useful and invaluable resource to administrators, faculty,
researchers, and students.
The Effect of Apartheid on Black Children Based on the Example Given in Sindiwe Magona’s
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Mother to Mother. A Lesson Plan
Economic and Management Sciences, Grade 9
Practices, Crosscutting Concepts, and Core Ideas
An African Theological Perspective
More Than 2000 Xhosa, Zulu, Swazi, and Ndebele Names
Periodicals
Golding’s iconic 1954 novel, now with a new foreword by Lois Lowry, remains one of the greatest books ever written for
young adults and an unforgettable classic for readers of any age. This edition includes a new Suggestions for Further
Reading by Jennifer Buehler. At the dawn of the next world war, a plane crashes on an uncharted island, stranding a
group of schoolboys. At first, with no adult supervision, their freedom is something to celebrate. This far from civilization
they can do anything they want. Anything. But as order collapses, as strange howls echo in the night, as terror begins its
reign, the hope of adventure seems as far removed from reality as the hope of being rescued.
First published in 2002. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
"In this first modern history of the Xhosa, J.B. Peires relates the story of one of the most numerous and important
indigenous peoples in contemporary South Africa from their consolidation, through an era of cooperation and conflict with
whites (whom the Xhosa regarded as uncivilized), to the frontier wars that eventuated in their present position as a
subordinate group in the modern South African state"--Back cover.
The Wrath of the Ancestors
South African Storytellers and Apartheid
Study And Master Life Sciences Grade 10 Teacher's Guide
Afrika und Übersee
A Study of the Origins and Development of the Traditional Concepts of the Supreme Being
Tools of the Mind

?Emerging? (or ?black?) farmers are often considered a homogeneous group. While individual emerging farmers and
agribusinesses in South Africa share a common history, the case studies in this book show that in fact significant
differences exist among them that are often hidden beneath the averaging and aggregation typical of most analytical
research. Presenting fifteen case studies of emerging agribusinesses in South Africa, this book has three main
objectives: (1) to capture the human stories behind the emerging farms and agribusinesses in South Africa in order to
showcase their rich diversity, historical backgrounds, current context, and future directions; (2) to highlight the best
practices, opportunities, and challenges facing South Africa?s emerging farmers and agribusinesses; and (3) to create a
new set of instructional materials for academics and development practitioners, or as a point of reference for other
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entrepreneurs, members of government, and other practitioners engaged in agriculture and agribusiness. The case study
format, a relatively new tool in the field of agribusiness management, allows for a close-up view of the entrepreneurs at
the heart of the businesses, providing an ideal lens through which to take a snapshot of the agribusiness landscape of
South Africa today.
Seminar paper from the year 2011 in the subject English - Pedagogy, Didactics, Literature Studies, grade: 1,3, Ernst
Moritz Arndt University of Greifswald (Anglistik/Amerikanistik), course: Hauptseminar: English in Contact, language:
English, abstract: There are 24 languages which are regularly used by more than 44.8 million South Africans and almost
80 % of the South African population use one of the African languages at home. “The most commonly spoken home
language is isiZulu, which is spoken by 23.8 % of the population, followed by isiXhosa (17.6 %) and Afrikaans (13.3 %)”
Although English is the home language of only 8.2 % of the South African population it is still used as a lingua franca
throughout the nation. The eleven official languages are used by 99% of the country’s population and those languages
are all supposed to have equal rights. Belonging to these languages are English and Afrikaans, and nine other African
languages: “Sepedi, Sesotho, Setswana, siSwati, Tshivenda, Xitsonga, isiNdebele, isiXhosa, and isiZulu”. There are
also many other languages spoken in South Africa like for example Arabic, German, Greek, Hindi, Tamil, Hebrew and
many more. Some European languages like French, German, and Portuguese are used in South Africa but they are not
nearly as influential as English. The historical development of South Africa has brought the question of language forward.
The country became aware of its unique language situation and the chances and problems which are connected to it.
After Mandela many people developed a greater interest in smaller languages. The paper is going to explore the
language vitality of some of the 11 official South African languages, dealing with the problem of language
endangerment/death and language reviltalisation. It is going to be seen whether the multilingualism which is
propagandized by the government is or can be realised in real life. Due to the lack of valid information for many of the
smaller indigenous Afrcian langugeas the paper will mostly look at the situation of Afrikaans and English, only rarely
concidering the other languages in much detail.
Youth languages have increasingly attracted the attention of scholars and students of various disciplines. African youth
languages are a vibrant phenomenon with manifold characteristics involving a range of different languages. This book is
a first comprehensive study of African youth languages and presents fresh insights into various youth languages,
providing linguistic as well as sociolinguistic data and analyses.
Teaching Literature of the 20th Century
Urantia Book Programming
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Lesson Plan Book
Linguistics and Language Behavior Abstracts
Linguistic Linked Data
Teaching and Learning Mathematics in Multilingual Classrooms
Providing a broad overview and packed with examples, A COURSE IN PHONETICS, 7e remains the ideal
introduction to phonetics-no previous knowledge required! With its reader-friendly writing style, the book
introduces concepts of speech production, describes speech in acoustic terms, and teaches practical phonetic
skills, including IPA transcription. In addition, expanded sections on acoustic phonetics and speech motor
control help readers use tools for digital inspection and manipulation of speech. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
This book provides the meanings of African first names, Nguni in particular. The more than 2,000 Xhosa, Zulu,
Ndebele, and Swazi names include those of many South African public figures. An alphabetical list of names
and their meanings is accompanied by an indexed common themes such as achievement, amusement, anxiety
and worry, beauty, belief, confidence, and cultural identity.
The Structure of Modern English
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